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INTRODUCTIOR

The objections usually raised to monopolyare the

negative distributional and allocational effects,

of which we will focus on the latter . The alloca

tional distortions brought about by monopolyare

well-known. Since price is higher than marginal

cost a monopolist will produce less than a competi

tive industry or a publ ic util i ty. This is often

referred to as a loss of the consumer surplus

triangle or welfare triangle. The quantitative im

portance of the allocational inefficiency has been

treated in a number of studies, beginning with

Harberger (1954). However, the estimates of the

welfare losses are still controversial, as exempli

fied by the debate between Cowling & Mueller

(1978, 1981) and Littlechild (1981).

There is undoubtedly a gap between empirical studi

es of the welfare effects of monopolyand theoreti

cal models of the conduct of firms. Empirical

studies typically analys e firms with constant

costs and linear demand in a deterministic environ

ment. On the theoretical side the firm under uncer

tainty has received increased attention during the

last ten fifteen years. This applies to the compe

ti tive firm as well as monopoly and public utili

ty. In this paper we try to bridge the gap between

application and theory in one important aspect,

namely regarding uncertainty in demand. We take

the often used model with constant costs and

linear demand as a starting point, but add to it a

stochastic component in demand. The price and cap

acity are assumed to be determined before the

actual demand is known.
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To evaluate ·the welfare loss from monopoly we use

a welfare-maximiz publ utilityas benchmark

tead of a competi indus This

permits us to e the effects of different

nonpr ra schemes . It. al so has two furth-

er advantages. stly, we do not have to deal

th questions of cost-efficiency, since there are

no good reasans to believe that this should be

different between monopolyand public utility. Sec

ondly, the campar ison is not affected by di ffer-

ences size between may cause ffer-

ences tudes towards risk and in information-

al activities.

We concentra·te on sta e iency and refrain

from an analys i s of "the compl ted ques of

e f i ency . Fur thermor e, we l imi t the

scope of the i to t.he loss of the wel fare

"triangle. The only difference between monopolyand

public utili ty the model is t.hat "the former

max zes expected profi"ts while the latter maxim-

izes welfare. In this pure camparison we

can ate the effects of uncertainty in a model

frequently used in ical appl tians.

Several questions are treated. Is monopoly capac

ty r to welfare-maximizing capacity in the

stochastic case er or smaller than the

deterministic case? Is it poss e for monopoly

capacity to exceed welfare-maximizing capacity

the stochastic model? Is the welfare loss from

monopol y rel to profi ts in the sto-

chastic case er or smaller than in the determi-

nistic case? These questions are clearly relevan"t

if we bel ieve that a model th stochastic demand

can give bet"ter pred tions about important econom

ic var es than a model with deterministic
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demand. It may then be cruc

are based on,

cases.

which model policy

e.g. in antitrust

In Section I and II ·the model and the

condi tions for optimum are presen·ted.

son be·tween monopolyand public utili

Section III. IV contains a

eonelusions.

I THE MODEL

st order

The compar i·

is made

summary and

We assurne that the demand for a non-storable good

Q t.akes on two fferent levels • .A s le pr p

and the eapaci ty Q has to be before

aetual demand is known. We assume ·that the demand

func-tions are l and have the same slope.

Q. = .A.
1 1

for i = 1,2 ( l )

where subserip·t i=l, 2 denote high and low demand ,

espeetively and A., B > O.
l.

The known probabili

s and l~s, re

is redueed to the

low demand.

s of high and low demand are

For s=l or s=O the model

deterministie case with high or

The marg oper east is b per un of

output and the marginal capaci eost is B per

un of capaeity. vlle assume that there are no

problems of indivisibili ties. This kind of model,

which is in the tradition of Brown & ,Johnson

(1969), was used by Andersen (1974) and Sherman &

Visscher (1977, 1979) . Al though the model is

simple, it es the essentiai stochastie ele

ment in demand.
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II OPTIMAL PRICK AND CAPACITY

Following Andersen and Sherman & Visseher we

der the optimal ice and capacity whieh are

used the comparison in Seetion III.

II.1 Pub1ic Uti1ity

We take the objective function of the public util

ty to be the expected value of total benefits

minus total eosts, E{W) l. When welfare is maximiz

ed we need same assumptions about the nonpr e

ra tioning scheme demand may exceed capacity

a"t the preset price. Two alternative rationing

cases are considered . Consumers ar served ther

in order of st or lowest willingness to pay. 2

Thus we the extremes of the rationing schemes.

est consumer

The optimal pr

us are served first.

equal to the marg inal

to the rnarket-elearing

)/B. 3 The objective

the case when those who reee

is ei ther

demand

b or equalcost

, we eonss

ve the

price with low

function is:

oper

) /2+{p-b) (A
2

-Bp) l-BO

~\fe inser"t the price solutions in ( 2 ) and rnaximize

with respect to Q.

p* = b 6* = A - B{b+B/s) (3 )
w w l

p* := (A 2 -Ö;)/B Ö* .- sAl+{l S)A
2

-B{b+B) (4)w 'w
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where asterisks denote optimal values and subscript

w denote wel far e-max imizing values. SOlution (3)

is optimal for min(sk,l)~ s ~ l, while solution

(4) is optimal for O ~ s ~ min(sk,l), where sk is

a val ue of s for which the expected val ue of the

two sOlutions are equal.

Secondly, we assume that consumers who gain the

smallest consumer surplus are served first. In

this case the optimal pr ice is ei ther equal to the

market-clear ing pr ice with high demand (Al -Ö) /B or

equal to the market clearing price with low demand

(A2 -Ö)/B. 4 The objective function is:

( 5 )

+(l-s)r (A
2

/B-p) (A
2

-Bp)/2+(p-b) (A
2

-Bp) l-SQ

To get the optimal capacity we insert the pr ice

solutions in (5) and maximize with respect to Q.

6~ = Al-B(b+S) ( 6 )

(7 )

In this case the optimal price always equals b+S.

Solution (6) is optimal for s~ ~ s ~ l, while sol

ution (7) is optimal for O ~ s ~ s~, where s~ is

analogous to sk.
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II.2 Monopo1y

The function to be max zed taken to be expec-

ted profits, E(II). Therefore we do not need any

as ion about the nonprice scheme.

The optimal pr is ei"ther to the market-

market-clear

clear price th demand or equal to the

price with low demand. 5 The objec-

tive function is:

E(II) = sr( )l - 86 (8 )

The price and capacity is:

-A2 )-B(b+8») /2
(9 )

(10)

where subscr m denote monopoly values. Solution

( 9) is optimal for ~ s ~ 1, while solution (10)

is optimal for O ~ s ~ sm' where sm is analogous

to

III COMPARISON

From the i model wi th l"~u~,",,~ demand

and constant costs we knowthat monopoly pr is

than the welfare-maximizing price and that

monopoly

capacity.

is 50 per cent of welfare-maximi

In the stochastic model i t is obvi-

ous that the monopoly price is higher than the

welfare-maximizing price. However, this does not

provethat monopoly capacity is smaller "than wel

fare-max capacity, since the monopoly price-



capacity combination and the welfare-maximizing

pr capac combination do not necessarily cor

r espond to the same demand function. In solution

(3) the pr capaci combination do not even

correspond to any demand function.

It is t,hat if solution (10) is optimal,

then monopoly capacity is smaller than welfare

maximizing capacity, since Ö* ~ ,A
2

-B(b+B). In the, w
Appendix we show that if solution (9) op,timal

is also truethat monopoly capacity below

welfare-maximi capacity. To prove this we com

pare solution (9) with each of the welfare-maximi~-

solutions and show that if monopoly capacity

is er than or equal to welfare-maximizing ca-

pacity, then some other assumptions the compar

son are contrad Thus, the s"tandard resul t

from ,the case th i demand is still

valid,

and a

zer. 6

i.e. the monopolist chooses a higher price

smaller capac than t.he welfare-max

In the stochastic model we note that monopoly

capacity is larger than or equal to 50 percent of

welfare-maximizing capacity if solution (9) op

timal, le it is smaller than or equal to 50 per-

cent if solution (10) optimal. This observation

is valid irr of t.he nonprice rationing

scheme considered. Thus, monopoly capacity

ve to welfare-maximizing capacity in the stochas

tic model may be er as weIl as smaller than in

the deterministic model. This is exemplified in

'I'able l in which monopoly ity relative to

wel far e-max irnizing capacity ranges from 28 to 69

cent.
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Although monopoly capac is smaller than wel-

far e-max imi capaci ty, as shown in the

meters in the model. ThE? 69 percen't

es can be small for

dix ,the e difference between

table values

the capaci

on the para

recorded in

this does not imply that

monopoly relative to thefromlosswelfarethe

monopoly capacity relative

capaci ty the stocha

the deterministic model,

Table l is far from extreme. However, even if

to welfare-maximizing

model is er than in

optimal wel fare or max imum profits is smaller (see

Table l).

Another eonelusion from the numer example

that monopoly does no't neeessar ily per form wor se

when the nonpr ice seheme is irnper feet

than when it feet. In Table l it is only for

= 0.4 that the welfare loss from monopoly rel

ve to optimal we1 fare or max imum pro ts is er

for the ra tioning case when t,hose who rece the

smallest consumer s us are sa"-""',ri first t,han

for the case when those who rec

eonsumer surplus are served st.

the est

In the stie mode1 'the welfare loss from

monopo1y can be ca1cu1ated equivalently as 25 per

cent of the level of we1fare in op,timum or as 50

of monopoly maximum profits. In ,the sto-

eha model these pere es are no longer

val id. In the numer ieal examp1e in Table l we see

that the welfare loss in perc e of the optimal

level of wel fare ranges from 25 to 50 percent .

The we1fare loss in per e of maximum pro ts

varies from 50 t,o 152 percent. The often used

model with constant eosts and linear demand is

apparently sensitive to the introduetion of a sto-
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chastic component. in demand. Thus l if there is

uncer·ta in demand common actice of eva-

luating monopoly wel far losses as 25 percent of

optimal welfare or 50 percent of maximum profits

may lead to considerable miscalculations.

Tanl.e l.. MoIlopo.l.y we1fare l.osses to Ollrl:imaLl
wel.fare and JIl8.:x:iaua profits for different
nonprice rationing schemes

welfare (%)
(a) (b)

li
welfare-max
capaci (%)
(a) (b)

loss/ v;Tel fare loss/
max
pro t (%)
(a) (b)

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

43

38

69

58

50

28

59

5

32

39

30

26

25

50

26

25

87

134

78

59

50

152

65

55

(a): Consumers who
served st

the largest consumer s us are

(b): Consumers who receive the smallest consumer l1S

are served first

Note: =12; =8; B=l; b=l; 8=2; . 5 ; "'0.22;
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IV SUMMARY AlID CONCLUSIONS

vvelfare losses from monopol y are often evaluated

us a model th eons tant costs and l~l1ealL

demand . vve studied the robustness of this model

when a basic as was ed, namely the

deterministic property of emand. In the frequent-

used model we inserted an addi tive stochastic

component. The pr and ty was assumed to

be before actual demand was known. "ve

compared a monopolist and a welfare-maximizer be

tween which the only difference was that the

fonner maximized profit while the latter

maximized expected welfare.

In the s model monopoly capacity 50

cent of welfare-maximi ty. In the

stochastic model we demonstrated that monopoly ca

pacity relative to welfare-maximi capacity may

be larger as well as smaller than in the

nistic case. However, the standard resul t the

case with determini demand is still valid,

i. e. the monopolist ehooses a higher pr ice and a

smaller capacity than the welfare-maximizer.

In the deterministic model the conventional wel

fare loss due to monopoly is 50 ent of monopo

ly profits or equivalently 25 percent of the level

of optimal wel fare. We showed that this is no

longer true when there is uncertainty in demand •

In a numerical example the welfare los ses varied

from 50 to 150 percent of monopoly pro ts. The

welfare los ses r to the opt level of

welfare ranged from 25 to 50 percent.

Thus, if observed profits are generated according

to a model with stocha demand while a determi-
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nistic model is applied, thiS. may lead to consider

able miscalculations of monopoly wel fare losses .

Therefore the empirical resul ts from the frequent

ly applied deterministic model must be interpreted

with great cautiousness.
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APPENDIX

l. Proof of Q* < 0* when solution (3) and (9) arem w

compared.

We study if Q* ) 0* at the same time as E(II) inm w
sOlution (9) > E(II) in sOlution (10). From the

first-order conditions for maximum and the objecti

ve functions these two inequali ties are solved for

s. We then study if there is an s in rO; l l which

satisfies these inequalities. 7

2 lp
O ~ S ~ sa = x/2 + (x /4+2y) ( l )

l ) s > s
m

2 l /2= x + (x + 4y) (2 )

(3 )

where x = (-A2+Bb-B8)/(AI -A2 ) and y = B8/(A I -A2 )

are two variables introduced for ease of notation

and sa is the value of s for which a~ = a~ in

solutions (3) and (9). We require that x " O and

y ~ O. The restriction on x is reasonable since we

are interested in cases in which A2 -Bb > o.

If x = O then y = O, which is an economically

uninteresting case. If x < O we rewri te (1) and

(2) as:

2 1/2
sa = x/2 + Ix/21(1+8y/x ) (l. b)

(2. b)

,,
l
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Let h = 2y/x 2 and make a first order Taylor series

expansion of the square roots at h = o.

= x/2 + Ix/21(1+2h+R
Ö

) (l. c)

= x + Ixl(l+h+R )
m (2.c)

where RÖ and Rm are the r s which are nonpo

sitive and increase more than proportionally to h.

'Vve have sm-sö =Ix I (Rm-R
ö

/2) ;;. o. This means that

only when y=O. Thus, we have proved t.hat

for y > O.

2. Proof of Ö* < Ö* when solution (4) and (9) arem w

compared.

S_I
O

0* =m
for

in solution (4) ;;. Ö*
w

< s- where s- I
O O

Ö* in sOlution
w

y > O also in> s- I

O

for which

then Ö*
w

means that

of st.he valueis

In the preceding paragraph we proved that > s-
O

for y > O. Solution (3) preferred to or indiffe-

rent to solution (4) if min ,1) < s < L If

O < s < min (sk' l )

sol ution (3). This

(4) and (9). Thus,

solution (4) and Ö* < ö*.
m w

3. Proof of Ö~ < Q~ when solution (6) and (9) are

compared.

This is obvious since p* > b+B and both sOlutions
m

correspond 'to the same demand function.
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4 Proof of 0* < 0* when solution (7) and (9) are• m w

compared.

We use three inequalities:

o " s " sJ.

l > s > s
m

= 2y/(1-2x-2y)

2 l P= x + (x +4y)

(4)

(5 )

(6 )

For sJ. = l we have Al -B(b+8)+A2-B(b+8)=O, which is

economically uninteresting. For sJ.<l, we have

y«1-2x)/4. Solving (6) for y we get (1-2x)

/4 " Y "l-x. Thus, sm > sJ. if sJ. < l and there

fore 0* < 0*.m w
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NOTES

l The usual assump-tions for the appl icability of
partial welfare analysis are made.

2 .Alternative rationing methods are discussed by
Holt & Sherman (1982).

3 See Andersen (1974) and Sherman & Visseher
(1977). Optimal pr below b are disregarded.

4 See Sherman & Vischer (1977).

5 See Sherman & Vischer (1979).

6 This resul t seems to contrast with .Appelbaum &

Lim (1982) who findsthat monopoly capacity may
exceed -the capaci of a competi tive industry when
demand is stochastic. In comparing monopolyand
competition they assume that price set ex post.
However I we observe that their result is due to
differences in ze between the monopolist and the
competi firms which are no-t present in -the
comparison of monopolyand publ utility.

7 It is onlythe positive roots that are relevant
for and s .

m
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